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Introduction 
The Folk Art Alliance at the Walk In Art Center 

The Folk Art Alliance at the Walk In Art Center is a coalition of artists, organizations, and 
community stakeholders invested in documenting and sustaining folk arts and the communities 
that give them context in Berks, Carbon, and Schuylkill counties. The Alliance seeks out and 
supports folk artists with opportunities to exhibit their work and engage with a wider audience. 
Additionally, it supports free public events such as the annual Folk Arts Festival, a folk art 
exhibit, and workshops to introduce the public to these arts and the regions rich cultural heritage. 
Routine meetings for both the Alliance and folk artists in the region create opportunities for 
artists to be heard, network, and plan strategically. The Alliance is funded by the Pennsylvania 
Council on the Arts, M&T Bank, Wilmington Trust, and the Schuylkill County Visitors Bureau.  

The Folk Art Alliance has increased its presence and reputation in the community it serves and 
organizations with similar missions. Collaborations between historical, arts, folklore, and tourism 
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organizations has expanded the impact of the Alliance’s mission and opportunities for growth. 
Individuals have reached out for advice on fieldwork methods and tools, examples of 
documentation, and project collaboration inquiries. The Alliance also set up an Instagram 
account for more exposure and marketing. Folklorist Jenna Winton was given the role of 
program director and split her time between documentation and project development. Halfway 
through the field season Lisa Robinson passed on the role of Executive Director of the Walk In 
Art Center to Jaqueline Engel. 

This year it was decided by the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts that the Folk Art Alliance will 
be taking on fieldwork in Lancaster County instead of Carbon County in the 2020/2021 field 
season. This is an exciting opportunity for expansion and new collaborations. Although 
fieldwork will no longer be conducted in Carbon county, the relationships with organizations and 
artists will be maintained as much as possible. 

 

Folk Arts in Berks, Carbon, and Schuylkill Counties 

An introduction to the history of local folk arts and the communities that steward them can be 
found in the 2018/2019 report introduction. Almost every cultural groups identity is inseparably 
linked to the mass immigrations to the anthracite coal mining region and the generations that 
worked in the mines since. There is a pride in the diversity and the history of the region along 
with a passion for maintaining them by telling the stories and continuing the traditions of past 
generations. New observations to add from this field season include the evolving methods of 
transmission in the mentor/apprentice relationship as well as the ability of communities and their 
traditions to adapt to change successfully and quickly.  

 

Scope of Research 

Research for this report began in September 2019 and concluded in August 2020. 
Recommendations from last year’s report were kept in mind, resulting in more diversity in 
community representation, better use of virtual communications and platforms, and grant writing 
for projects. The Covid-19 pandemic hit in March and effected the field work in that onsite and 
in person interviews and site visits were not possible for most of the field season. This led to 
virtual ethnographic research through online interviews and virtual event attendance.  

 

Fieldwork Outcomes: 

- 7 Folk artists interviewed  

- 304 digital photographs 

-  202 minutes of digital audio 

- 9 new identified artists and tradition bearers  
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- 6 strategic partnership initiated 

-  2 public presentations on the Folk Art Alliance 

-  1 Folk Art Festival 

- Digital archiving of fieldwork documentation 

-  Drafting of an artist workshop application 

- Folk art exhibit opening 

-  Legends and Lore Marker grant for submission 

- Launch of the Online Heritage Foodways Trail  

-  Publishing of a Folk Arts Alliance website 

- Completion of a tradition vitality assessment summary on folk music in the region 

-  Creation of a platform for the 2020 Virtual Folk Art and Community Makers Festival 

 

Research Themes and Program Development 

For 2019-2020, research themes focused on diversity, innovation, and cultural sustainability 
through economic revitalization. Two projects that were set up in the last field season were 
completed: the Heritage Foodways Trail and the Tradition Vitality Assessment of regional folk 
music.  

This year folklorist Jenna Winton also took on the role as program director so ethnographic 
fieldwork also became a source of sparking ideas and fuel for expanding programs. By 
concentrating on the cultural assets that have been in place for decades if not centuries, the Folk 
Art Alliance has started to support cultural sustainability through promoting cultural heritage for 
economic revitalization. The importance of including economic benefits for communities in 
these projects is that they strengthen the chances of the sustainability of these traditions. In the 
end, cultural sustainability is a privilege when compared to survival and, for the most part, 
individuals and communities need income to survive. Therefore, for most communities, cultural 
sustainability is inextricably linked to financial stability. This should be considered in all 
programming. 

The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted the field season and forced the Folk Art Alliance to research 
new ways of connecting in the digital age. This forced adaptation has created new methods that 
will be useful to continue in the future. Appendix C goes into more detail about the pandemic’s 
effect on folk arts in the region. Although the pandemic threw a wrench into usual operations, it 
turned into an opportunity to find innovative ways to develop new programs and partnerships to 
grow the Folk Art Alliance. 
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Methodology 

This year interview participants were pulled from interactions and introductions in the last field 
season and ‘discovered artists’ from the last report. Interviews were conducted in the same way 
with the same interview protocol and were expanded upon depending on which way the 
conversation went. The additional question of “How has Covid-19 effected your practice?” was 
added to interviews after March. When the quarantine began, interviews were done remotely 
over the software “Zoom”. Interviewees sent photos to the folklorist remotely.This was the first 
year some site visits have been documented as located in “Virtual”. Again, while the interviews 
have been summarized for brevity, significant statements have been transcribed verbatim to 
authentically represent the speaker and emphasize the importance of community members 
agency over their own narratives. 

 

Folk Artists Interview Summaries 

 

 

George Dennis - Blacksmith      Landsford, Carbon County 
November 19, 2019 
 
“Heat, beat, repeat.” 

 

I met George and his partner Lynn at the workshop (IMG_2019.FAA.JW.GD.20-22) adjacent to 
their house. Inside the large workshop were creations, half done sculptures, an old coal shovel, 
and front and center, a large anvil. George’s iron works are laid out on display. These include 
pendants, pins, utensils, and a stunning rose sculpture (IMG_2019.FAA.JW.GD.01-11). 

George Dennis first became interested in blacksmithing when he found some broad rods on his 
property and was inspired to create something out of them. He now sells his work at craft fairs 
and he and his wife are creating a website together.  
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Pendants displayed in George’s workshop 

 

 
A metal rose sculpture created by George 

His ancestors worked in the mines and that is what he considers his cultural heritage. Both of his 
grandfathers worked in the mines; one as a carpenter. (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _ 06:19) His 
grandmother came from "the old country" Czechoslovakia. However, George is the first in his 
family to pick up blacksmithing.  

His process (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _ 02:46) for creating metal works he summarizes as “heat, 
beat, repeat”. He heats the metal to the proper temperature just below melting (he knows it’s hot 
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enough because of the color), and pounds the molten metal into the desired shape using different 
types of hammers; hammers he has made special for him. Once it is in the right shape, he chisels 
in the details while it is still hot. “There’s been plenty of failures.” 

 

 
The hammer and anvil George shapes his creations on 

As far as authenticity in blacksmithing, George sites an old resource that is rarely used anymore. 
“The old style, they used to use wrought iron. Wrought iron hasn’t been produced for sixty 
years…That’s why old pieces are kind of neat. I would imagine certain pieces are actual wrought 
iron. These (contemporary) mild steels they put the additives with so much carbon and oxygen. 
They’re creating what they need the steel to function as.” (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _ 04:20) 

He doesn’t have many blacksmithing peers in the immediate area but has attended a 
blacksmithing event in Reading, PA and is a member of both the Blacksmith Association of 
North America, and the Pennsylvania Blacksmithing Association. 

When asked if blacksmithing has a strong connection to the past and the people of the area, 
George confirms it. “Heavily. One [a blacksmith] just recently passed away but he was a 
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blacksmith in the mines. We talked with him, he showed me the forge he had worked with.” His 
grandfather had also done some metal work in the house for decoration. (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD 
_11:59) 

Dennis’s wife added her appreciation of the history of traditional arts in the area… “What the 
people would do with the coal mining and how they had to live… yet they were so artistic, so 
much artistry in the whole area, and they were so talented. If it was sewing or painting… they 
still had that spark of humanity to create beauty in the midst of a bunch of ugliness.”  
(AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _17:24) 

George is interested in teaching and workshops but says it’s complicated because with an open 
fire you have to have insurance. He’s been doing some work at the “makers hub” WagonWorks 
in Tamaqua. George gets his resources from steel suppliers in Pottsville and Tamaqua. 
(AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _ 08:04) 

George doesn’t see younger people practicing blacksmithing, with the exception of one or two 
that have shown interest. He only remembers once seeing one young man at the black smith shop 
at the Sarah Cox Foundation. (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD_ 09:32) 

When asked what goals he has for his future work, George stated that he simply wants to become 
the world’s best, most noteworthy sculpture.  

 
George Dennis in his workshop 
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Dennis encourages audiences to consider what was done to create an artwork they view and 
perhaps what the artist was trying to portray. He enjoys hearing what people have to say about 
his work. “There’s nothing like walking around when somebody’s talking about your art you 
have on exhibit. That actually can bring out ‘You know what, he's right. I never saw that in 
that.’” (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _ 19:06) 

The Walk In Art Center can assist George in meeting his goals by giving him and blacksmithing 
in general more exposure. In this way letting people know the art is available to them. “A lot of 
people don’t realize what goes into it and how much you can create things right out of your head. 
You're doing everything.” (AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD _ 13:12) A potential audience to tap into is 
the “Steam Punk” crowd. They are generally young people who, along with futuristic themes, 
appreciate the 19th century industrial aesthetic. If marketed to them in a relatable way, it could 
increase young people’s engagement in blacksmithing.  

 

 
Josh Finsel – Elderberry Wine and Folk Music       Lehighton, Carbon County 
February 21, 2020 
 

“I've always been into herbal medicine, and elderberry has such a great history medicinally. 
Hippocrates called it ‘the people’s medicine chest’” 

 

 
Josh’s Elderberry Wine Logo 

On a cold but sunny day, I met Josh at noon on his family’s property in Lehighton. On it was a 
blue house, the elderberry wine shed, and two other sheds, one covered in vines. Josh is sitting 
on a tree stump, sipping a cup of coffee. We go inside the wine cellar for the interview. It’s not 
much warmer than outside, a rock song from the ‘70s is on the radio. Inside are four wooden 
barrels filled with fermenting wine, and thirty to forty jugs, filled with different colored wines 
and ciders. Josh shines a light behind them to show the bubbles from the fermentation process. 
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He offers me a sample of wine and I try it; it’s very good, something that could be a household 
or event favorite.  

 

 
Josh pressing a batch of elderberries into wine  

 

Josh is forty-four and started making elderberry wine in 2009 after his father taught him. 
(AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_02:08) “We used to pick dandelions, and make dandelion wine and 
apple wine. I started making elderberry wine … in 2009 I guess, just wanted to. I've always been 
into herbal medicine, and elderberry has such great history medicinally.” Josh is very interested 
in herbal medicine and became interested in the health benefits of elderberry. He tells me 
Hippocrates used to talk about the health benefits of elderberry. He called it “the people’s 
medicine chest.” (AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_23:10) He describes his wine as drier, like a merlot, in 
contrast to the sweet ones he’s mostly seen round. (AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_03:42) “I started 
growing a few years ago. The majority [we got] from a place in Allentown. We have about 500 
plants in the nursery now. I live in Jim Thorpe, so I have an acre there with a green house. This is 
our experimental garden here, different varieties of elderberry from Europe and Canada. I’d like 
to do a single variety elderberry eventually.” One of his peers is John Kupec; he shares his old 
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wine recipes and tastes tests Josh’s. “His nickname’s Koopy. I actually wrote a song where I talk 
about Koopy making wine. It’s a song about Jim Thorpe, I mention Koopy” 
(AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_11:30) Josh makes wine in a non-interventional way. He tells me people 
aren’t aware that wineries can use chemicals to speed up the fermentation process and not 
disclose it to the public.  

Josh enjoys the process from start to finish and all the challenges in-between. “For me, I’ve 
always been into farming so to grow elderberries is one of the things I’m looking forward to, 
taking care of stuff out in the field. The wine makings always a challenge because you start and 
then you have to wait two years to really know what you’re getting. The process itself is like a 
surprise. Then once you taste something that’s two years old, you tweak [the recipe]. Then you 
start a new batch and you don’t know until two years later if it took hold.” 
(AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_25:35) He says the region is the perfect climate for elderberry and needs 
less intervention than grapes. “Elderberry basically, you just take a cutting, stick it in the dirt, 
three years later you have an eight foot wide bush by ten foot and you’re getting fifteen pounds 
of fruit off of it.” (AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_27:30) 

 
Josh ages the elderberry wine to different strengths in wooden barrels 

Along with making elderberry wine, Josh plays banjo in a ten-piece band “Free Range Folk”. 
They describe themselves as “root dirt rock”. He pulls out a banjo that he’s attached an amplifier 
to so he can play the banjo through pedals for different musical effects. 
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(IMG_2019.FAA.JW.JF_07)The saw player in the band plays an electric saw. It strikes me as 
cultural sustainability through innovation, using old instruments in new ways, putting a relevant, 
modern twist on them but still expressing identity, history, and heritage. Josh writes a lot of the 
music. His music is largely inspired by the local landscape, his love for his wife, and dreams. 
He’s been playing since the nineties and both of his children play.  

 

 
Josh, on the left, playing banjo in Free Range Folk at the Mauch Chunk Opera House in Jim Thorpe in 2019 

Photo courtesy Facebook 

 

Free Range Folk plays at the Annual Harvest Jam at the opera house. They provide food grown 
on one of the band members nearby fourteen-acre farm. They prepare it in meals and people can 
pay $35 for dinner and a show. He says they always sell out. Josh also runs an open mic twice a 
month in nearby Jim Thorpe and sees a great turnout for it. 

His grandfather was an art teacher in Jim Thorpe, who called his music ‘Folk Poetry’. Josh didn’t 
like it at first then learned more about what folk means. When it comes to authenticity and folk 
music, characteristics Josh considers are that it reflects the geography of the region, common 
blue-collar guys, anything creative and unique to the region, and is more handmade than 
mechanical.  
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Towards the end of the interview the door opens, and the booming figure of a man walks in, dark 
with the sun behind him. It’s Josh’s father, who greets me warmly. 
(AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF_23:30) The logo Josh created for his elderberry wine is of this man, his 
father, sitting on a barrel drinking (IMG_2019.FAA.JW.JF_12). We take some pictures around 
the property. “I’d like to make the best elderberry wine there is.” Josh says, “That’s the 
challenge, that it’s one of those goals that is unattainable but it’s a challenge I really [like].” Josh 
plans on starting an elderberry wine and is learning how to obtain permits for selling at events. 

 
Josh Finsel and his father by a shed in the backyard where they grow elderberry 

 

 

 

 

 
Jay Smarr – Folk Music                                 Landingville, Schuylkill County 
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February 28, 2020 
 
“I just want people to know why we're here; what happened that we live in these little coal 
mining towns, so they know what our ancestors did...” 

 

I interviewed Jay Smarr at noon at his kitchen table in his blue and white trimmed home in 
Landingville, Schuylkill county. (IMG_2020.FAA.JW.JS_01-07) He graciously offered me a cup 
of coffee and the interview took on a casual tone. I had met Jay in my previous field season and 
he agreed to participate in an interview.  

 

 
Jay preparing for our interview at his kitchen table 

 

Jay has been a professional musician for forty-three years. He first remembers picking up an 
instrument and playing at around age four. Technically his name is John Smar, but his father 
called him Jay as a child and it stuck. The first microphone he used was his dad’s bingo caller 
hooked up to a hanger. Jay plays traditional American folk music but does original music “that’s 
a real wide gammit of stuff”. He likes guitar instrumentals and performing coal mining music of 
the area. He continues those songs in order to “keep that going. Give people an insight about our 
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area, why we’re here, and how we came to be here.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_01:51) Jays 
motivation for sharing the history of the region through music comes from a place of honoring 
the past. “I just want people to know why we're here; what happened that we live in these little 
coal mining towns so they know what our ancestors did so we could live here.” 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_25:16) 

Jay plays six instruments: guitar, fiddle, banjo, harmonica, bass, and drums. He’s primarily self-
taught (AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_06:54) although he took lessons from a nun. He comes from a 
very religious family “My mother knew patron saints on a first name basis.” A nun taught high 
school band and gave private drum lessons on the side so he took lessons from her for a year and 
a half and then took lessons from a jazz musician in Slatington. Later he took lessons from a 
musician named Gerhart in Reading. 

 

 
Jay performing at the Annual Orwigsburg Heritage Celebration in 2019 
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Jay plays folk music because he enjoys the stories. “(AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_8:31) The simplicity 
of it, the nakedness of it, what you hear is what you get. More and more I’m getting more respect 
for these old people like Robert Johnson, all these blues players. [They] had maybe four hours to 
do an entire album in front of one microphone. No overdubs, no nothing. And had to do an entire 
twelve cut album, fourteen cut album, in that time frame, without making a mistake.” That 
staying true to the genre, recording the songs in one or two takes, and being able to replicate 
what they record at a performance is what Jay considers authentic folk music. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_19:34). To consider local folk music of the region culturally sustainable 
Jay would need to see more respect for it, and venues promoting it with that attitude. “Not just 
shove it off to the side.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_09:4216:49.) 

Most of the songs Jay performs are self-written although he does other local’s songs who are still 
around. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_09:42) He mentions Van Wagner and Lex Romane as some of 
his peers that perform coal mining music. There is a lot of folk music but not a lot of coal mining 
performers, it’s a uniquity so he sees more people turn out for those. Jay’s favorite shows he ever 
played were the Philadelphia Folk Festival and Longwood Gardens. 

I was given a mini-tour through his practice space full of guitars, amps, microphones, and wires. 
He has various pictures on the walls including the famous folk singer John Hartford. 

 

 
An image of legendary folk musician John Hartford is framed in Jay’s studio space 
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Jay says the biggest challenge to folk music in the area is “finding ways to keep it around.” 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_13:13) By this he explains, more funding through the local and federal 
government. He says a lot of venues he played at had funding through the Pennsylvania 
Performing Arts on Tour organization but the organization is gone now because of lack of 
funding. Jay is part of the Pennsylvania Humanities Council but says they’ve decided to go 
another way. “It’s just a lack of funding for everything.” Jay has seen a decline in the funding 
and frequency of performances in the local music industry. He considers “the way the world is 
going” as “survival of the arts. Everybody’s having to do what they need to do to survive. {they} 
might bend a little more than they would normally do…” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_05:34) 

Jay appreciates the support of the Walk In Art Center over the years. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS_20:58) He says he doesn’t really have any future goals beyond survival 
at this point and stresses again the need for more funding from the state and federal government.  

 

 

 
Tammy Zettlemoyer – Traditional Redware                                      Hamburg, Schuylkill County 
February 26, 2020 
 

“If you can't see where its origins are, you've lost the spirit behind it.” 
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Tammy Zettlemoyer holds up her redware in her studio in Hamburg 

 

Tammy Zettlemoyer, fifty, is part of the Pennsylvania Guild of Craftsmen and works in 
traditional earthenware and redware. Her family originally arrived in the area in 1732 and she is 
9th generation Pennsylvania German. The different types of earthenware she practices are 
Pennsylvania German, English, Moravian, Germanic, and woodland native style. Her studio and 
shop “ZettleMoyer Pottery” is in downtown Hamburg. I visited her studio in the basement of her 
house. The entire area is stacked high with blocks of clay, works in progress, and batches of 
finished products.   
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Blocks of red clay and pottery in various stages of finishing in Tammy’s studio 

 

Among others, Tammy practices the techniques of Scrafitto, Slipware, and Mocha. Sgrafito is 
achieved by covering the redware with a white clay, then scratching off a design that reveals the 
underlying red clay. Slipware is the process of drawing lines with white clay across the redware 
for décor. She is currently expanding into tin wares, particularly earthenware clay with a white 
tin glaze. “We were trying to copy Chinese porcelain. Funny how we were the knockoff, now the 
Chinese is the knockoff.” When Tammy says ‘we’ she means all cultures who have contributed 
to the area’s earthenware; English, French, Italian, Spanish, and Mexican. Her cultural heritage is 
Pennsylvania Dutch, “…with an underlying native (Lenape). It’s like anything in Pennsylvania. 
They hid among the Pennsylvania populations and they weren’t sent away haha, but… I don’t 
have no [Lenape] culture, personally it was like the dirty family secret.” 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_01:56) .  

Tammy first remembers seeing pottery in general in school. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_02:55) In 
high school she learned how to “throw” and do simple clay work, stoneware. Afterwards, she 
went to college for a Bachelor of Fine Arts and spent so many semesters in ceramics, her mother 
suggested Tammy be a potter. She stumbled across a kiln for twenty dollars at a home auction. 
“My mom had liked redware, and I started reading on it. So my mom's really responsible 
because she liked it and collected if from other people.” Tammy’s technically self-taught through 
trial and error and online sources like YouTube. She refers to herself as a ‘maker’. “Usually as 
an artist the only time we’re happy is if we have a new idea, we’re solving a problem, or when 
it’s done. Everything in between is just a lot of work.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_14:15) 
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Tammy buys clay commercially by the ton or half ton. The block is re-cut with a wire and 
weighted depending on what’s being made. Plates are hand rolled on canvas with wooden slats 
and draped over plastic forms. For mugs she throws them on a wheel. She mass produces, by 
hand or slipcast (creating a mold that can then be reused), candlesticks and similar small items, 
like bird whistles, for giftshops. Her motifs are inspired by images she sees in museums such as 
the Pennsylvania Dutch Collection in Philadelphia and the Index of American Design. She also 
uses contemporary platforms like Pinterest.  

 
Redclay bird whistles ready for painting 

 

Tammy appreciates the conveniences in modern times that make it easier to continue the craft. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_07:57)  “In the past, they couldn’t have done it with such convenience. 
It's so nice to have people that specialize (in the extraction process) so that you can focus on the 
making, instead of the complete science behind it. You have to have some science; it doesn’t just 
magically happen, but there's a lot of conveniences that, you know, I don't have to go digging for 
iron ore.” Even with these modern-day conveniences, she doesn’t see the younger generations 
having much interest in traditional pottery. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_09:38) I don't even think it's 
appealing to new generations because it's a lot of work. It’s a very heavy industry.” Tammy goes 
through about three tons of clay a year and "That doesn’t' walk itself in here, doesn't walk itself 
out of here..." Tammy thinks the best way of getting young people interested is offering it in 
schools. She currently supplies materials and tools for 5th graders at a school in Leesport. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_24:33) 

Tammy travels a lot for living history events and takes her wares on the road. This involves 
setting up a tent and booth, loading and unloading her trailer. She’s been to events and held 
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workshops in Georgia, North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Wyoming, Indiana, and Illinois. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_19:37) She also participates in local festivals such as the Kutztown Folk 
Festival. When she participates in “living history” events she can represent as early as the Viking 
Era up to the Civil War but usually sticks between the 1750's to 1840's. 

Her most popular seller - black and white mochaware “sells like crazy.” 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_18:47). For mochaware, her process is to dip the pottery in white slip 
and when it’s still wet put ink on it. This creates veined patterns that look like, to me, ferns. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_06:05) There have been some changes to the original process. “The ink 
was originally tobacco juice, manganese, turpentine, and stale urine. Mine is urine free. I don't 
put myself that much into work. I use vinegar instead. We’re not using lead anymore so 
substitute manganese. “ 

 

 
On the right, a black and white Mochaware joins earthenware in Tammy’s kiln. 

 

Tammy's been practicing so long hers can look like mass produced and predictable. She gets 
jealous when she see's artists work that is rough around the edges. “Folk art's not supposed to be 
perfect.” 

She tells me about “invented tradition” and lack of authentic meaning in some “traditional” art 
forms such as hex signs and dream catchers to sell to tourists. “[They’re] a modern invention to 
make money”( AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ_11:49) An indication of cultural sustainability and 
authenticity to her is that “…it would be correct to its origin. There are a lot of people that work 
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as contemporary artists and I think it loses its feel.” She knows one person whose work has 
become “horrid” because they've “…moved away from colors and they’ve gotten brighter, more 
contemporary. It just loses its nature… If you can't see where its origins are, you've lost the spirit 
behind it.” 

Tammy is interested in working with the Walk In Art Center in putting together a curriculum that 
would teach others to conduct workshops. It’s difficult for her to be available to do them herself 
with all of the traveling she does but she could put together a curriculum for future use. 

 

 
“Godspeed The Roamer” Redware Plate 

 

 

 

Sadaf Kahn   - Traditional Pakistani Food            Schuylkill County 
May 1, 2020 
 

“We have those flavor profiles ingrained in our DNA” 
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I was introduced to Sadaf Kahn during the 2018/2019 field season when I interviewed her 
mother, Rubina Tareen. Rubina suggested I interview her daughter for a better understanding of 
Pakistani foodways and the younger generations perspective. Sadaf lives in Granada, Spain now 
with her husband and two children. Her husbands research has had them living there for three 
years, although she is from Schuylkill County. Sadaf is thirty-nine and is third generation 
Pakistani American.  We discussed her upbringing, traditional and modern foodways, and 
cultural authenticity.  

 

Sadaf and her mother Rubina enjoying traditional Pakistani dishes with their family 

This was my first interview conducted since the Covid-19 quarantine was issued. Sadaf says in 
Granada they call it “lockdown” and it’s one of the strictest in the world. She says it’s difficult 
being so far away from home; they had been planning on coming back to Schuylkill county in 
May for part of the summer. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_02:51) 
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Sadaf’s quarantine tea party:  

Strawberry cake, double chocolate chip cookies, cucumber sandwiches, and fruit. 
 

Growing up, Sadaf’s father was more into food as an experience whereas her mother approached 
it more as food is just to fuel your body. “She cooked what she knew which was Pakistani food. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_06:21) She enjoyed cooking for her children. She likes nourishing her 
family but the idea of experimenting, trying something new, making something fancy, 
interesting, or complicated, she’s not into.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_06:21) Her father enjoyed 
going out to nice restaurants and loved the experience. The whole family looked forward to 
going out to eat on vacation because her father sought out good food. Sadaf’s mother has told her 
that as a little girl, she was always into looking at pictures in magazines of beautiful food. “… I'd 
go through a magazine and something would look so good it would actually make me tear up. It's 
something that's always been a part of me." 

Her mother never taught her or got her involved in cooking. “I didn't get interested in cooking 
until I left home, and I had to fend for myself. I used to call her for [recipes] and explanations. 
There definitely was some knowledge by osmosis so to speak because I had watched her do 
things over and over again. I knew how to fry onions before I left. I would cook my own eggs, 
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could boil pasta, could do simple things. When it came to traditional Pakistani food, that was 
more after I left.” 

Sadaf moved to California when she was nineteen. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_10:48) There was a 
large Afghan community in the Bay area. They were very welcoming and opening. Sadaf’s 
grandfather is from Afghanistan, so she is a quarter Afghan. “So a few of my friends brought me 
under their wings when it came about learning about Afghan food, which has similarities [to 
Pakistani food], we use similar spices and similar dishes… it also made me interested in my own 
culture’s food. It's a very international metropolitan area, so acquiring spices and the materials 
needed was very easy there; much easier than in Pennsylvania.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_12:49) 

Even though Pakistani food is known to be spicy, Sadaf’s cooking is not spicy; her grandmother 
and mother never made spicy food. “There’s  a little bit of spice to it but it's not if like you go to 
a restaurant.”   

 

      
Paratha, carrot cake, and pizza show off the versatility of Sadaf’s culinary skills 

Sadaf gets inspiration from outside sources she incorporates into her own cooking. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_13:04) “I love ‘The Great British Baking Show’! I’m actually watching 
it now because it's Ramadan. That last hour of the fast is usually the most difficult and my 
husband and I are just like ‘oh my gosh!’. It’s something we can all watch together. “ 

Sadaf also gets inspiration off the internet. However, when it comes to her own cultural dishes 
she tends to depend more on her mother because she knows her dishes are good and she grew up 
on them. Her mother has a good Indian friend that she would also go to for recipes. “I would rely 
more on that personal handing down, that oral tradition of handing down recipes.” If she can’t 
get a hold of anyone, she uses the internet to check for spice ratios. During quarantine she 
learned to make Paratha, a fired flatbread used with whole wheat flour. 
(IMG_2020.FAA.JW.SK_02) “It’s the best bread that one can eat…You make layers and then 
you fry it on a pan. I’ve been eating it since I was very, very young. That smell in the house, 
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when you smell that smell, when my mom is at the stove making paratha, it's just, it's 
otherworldly. It’s such an amazing smell. It's something that even though I loved cooking, I 
never learned myself. For some reason I was just very intimidated by it. Breads tend to be that 
way with people. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_15:26)  

Paratha is common during Ramadan because it’s very filling so it’s eaten in the morning. The 
time difference interfered with Sadaf getting directions from her mom so she refrenced YouTube 
but replicated what she’d seen her mother do. “I've seen my mom do it a million times. She'd 
pour it, she'd slowly add the water. She makes a well in the middle. Mixes it, a little bit of salt, a 
little bit of oil. But it was the ratios I wasn't sure about, so I just looked at a few recipes, figured 
out what the ratios are. My mom doesn't even know the ratios because … she’s like ‘ I just 
slowly add it and mix it and once it feels right, it's right’". It's funny because that really is the 
best way to do it. So then I went and made dough and kneaded it, and then when [my mom] 
called back the dough was already done.” Her mother showed her how to finish the rest over 
WhatsApp video.  

One thing that is constant on Sadaf’s table is ‘fruit jot”, a spiced fruit salad. Seasonal fruits are 
chopped up and tweaked to the makers liking. “Everybody has a different recipe. I add salt, 
pepper, sugar, and roasted cumin seeds. And then fresh squeezed orange juice.” 

We discussed the concept of ‘authenticity” in traditional dishes. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_17:07) 
Sadaf believes that there’s something to be said about the recipe being handed down from 
generation to generation.  “Like I said about paratha; I’ve been smelling that smell my whole 
life. I’ve been tasting and watching so there’s something ingrained in me. I know what it’s 
supposed to look like, taste like, the consistency it’s supposed to be. I know what the layers are 
supposed to look like. You can’t get that on a YouTube video, you really can’t.”  

She believes transmission in this way is almost like the master/apprentice relationship with 
someone looking over your shoulder and guiding you. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK__18:38) “When I 
cook for people, I’ll never cook a food that is from that person’s culture for them. It's not gonna 
taste as good as theirs because it's not my culture.” As an example, she says she made “Arroz 
Con Pollo” the other day from a recipe she found online. “Does it taste like authentic Arroz Con 
Pollo? Probably not. I’m not familiar with the nuances of the flavors and consistencies. What 
turned out was a decent dish, but did it have the right spice ratios, texture? I don’t know because 
I didn’t grow up on the stuff.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_20:02) “We have those flavor profiles 
ingrained in our DNA. We know what tastes good and what doesn't taste good (AUDIO_20:44) 
“It's been proven that you have this genetic memory... I didn't necessarily cook from five years 
old but I can tell you what a good paratha tastes like and what doesn't.” 

Living in Spain, she can’t find all the spices needed for traditional dishes. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_21:16) However, there’s a very large north African community and 
Indian store in Granada. She credits globalization with making it a lot easier to find spices. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_23:23) Sadaf shares recipes with remote friends through a google 
document they all contribute to. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK_26:02) “It’s amazing how people are 
adapting to this new change [Covid-19 and the quarantine].” 
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Becki White- Hand Quilting     Port Carbon, Schuylkill County 
7/2/2020   
 
“Quilts have always been a contemporary reflection of the world we live in at the time. " 

I met with Becki White via zoom, her at her house in Port Carbon, myself in Bethlehem. After 
sharing our dependency on caffeine with a virtual coffee mug cheers, she told me about her 
experience in quilting and why it’s important to her. Becki, fifty, is the reference librarian at the 
Pottsville public library. She was born in Austin, Minnesota but moved to Port Carbon twenty-
five years ago for her job. She stayed because of her husband, job, and the fact that she loves the 
community. Becki is a hand quilter in contrast to the more efficient machine sewers. 

 

 
Becki at her booth during an event at the Arts Barn 

Photo courtesy Facebook 

Becki got into quilting her junior year of high school. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_03:19) When she 
visited her grandmother’s stepmother, Becki saw an enormous quilt in the living room and 
“…being the arrogant teenager that I was I thought, ‘If this little old lady can do quilting, I bet I 
can too.” She knew basic sewing skills from Home Ec. and made her first “awful quilt”, a term 
used for quilts that are subpar and doomed to rough uses such as picnics. “It doesn’t matter what 
happens to them, those quilts will not die.” 
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Quilting is not so much a craft handed down from generation to generation but one that makes an 
appearance enough to be significant to her family. In every generation there has been one family 
quilt on her mom's side. Her mom quilts but didn’t teach Becki. She is mainly self-taught. Her 
mother is more of an art quilter whereas Becki describes herself a product of an engineer and an 
artist, so her quilts reflect that. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_07:24) Her quilts are very geometric. 
She says that’s the engineering side from her dad, and her color sense comes from her mom. 
"I’m definitely the product of those two and my quilts really look like that combination. " 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_07:33) She considers herself a contemporary quilter, somewhere in the 
middle of modern and traditional quilting. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_29:13)   

 

 
A “fun citrusy” hand quilted wall hanging Becki sold on the online market-place Etsy 
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The “baseball quilt” Becki made for a little girl that wouldn’t go anywhere without it 

 

Becki explains that the process of hand making a quilt, can take about five months for a queen-
sized quilt. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_08:44 ) The top layer can take three to four weeks. 
Completing the back and binding doesn’t take as long. She plays with designs and loves the 
problem-solving part of making quilts. She enjoys playing with colors and won't buy fabric 
unless she likes how it feels. Becki is what is called a “stab stitcher” in the quilting world. When 
she sews, the needle goes straight up and straight down compared to the more common style of 
stitching going sideways, or a “running stitch”. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_11:53) She learned the 
stab stitch from her grandmother and was too habituated to it by the time she learned there was 
another way that she couldn’t change her technique. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected her practice by the urgent need for facemasks. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_14:55) When the COVID-19 pandemic caused a shutdown Becki was 
ready to finish all of her unfinished projects but ended up making over 400 masks to contribute 
to the need. She hasn't done anything but make masks since then and still is " because I was 
doing something that was more important. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_16:43) She started a piece 
for the Walk In Art Center’s call for pandemic related art. It consists of rainbow masks she had 
made for pride week in Pottsville, and the piece is titled "Pride in the Time of COVID-19" 

"If I give somebody a quilt it's like giving them a hug." (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_17:58) Becki 
makes quilts to be used. She shares that it’s giving somebody something that she put a lot of 
thought and work into. She doesn’t bother trying to sell quilts because most people will not pay 
for her time to quilt and she refuses to compete with Walmart or Crackle Barrel prices. "What 
you're getting from me is not what you’re getting from them. " If she was considering selling she 
would approach events like the Kutztown Folk Festival’s quilt auction because “…those are 
people who value the effort." 
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A crib blanket Becki made while making  quilts for Superstorm Sandy victims 

"Contrary to popular belief, quilting is not a dying art." (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_23:01) She’s 
seen hand quilting Facebook groups with about 13,000 members. “There is a significant 
population out there that is still hand quilting. Hand quilting is very meditative. If people 
understand that perfection is not required, they're more willing to give it a try. I don't see it going 
away.”  

Becki teaches off and on, occasionally doing programs at the library. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_25:55) One program had a quilting hoop with a design on it and she let 
kids try the needles. She was surprised at which kids loved stitching; the hyperactive ones were 
able to intensely focus and loved the stitching.  

Becki appreciates the attention that is being paid to the folk arts at the Walk In Art Center. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_27:49) “A lot of people say [hand quilting] is a dying art and it’s not; 
they're just not aware of it. So, I think the Folk Art Alliance just bringing these things to people’s 
attention is excellent and helpful.” She enjoys attending the Folk Arts Festival to see what other 
people are doing and talk shop with other quilters. She’s now trying to push her comfort level by 
doing art quilts.  

Becki encourages everyone to try quilting and not be concerned about them being perfect at first. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_31:00) She was once told that she was not an authentic quilter because 
she wasn’t learning from a class. “Too many people have that attitude about any kind of craft.” 
She thinks that is changing but still runs across that attitude sometimes. Classes are wonderful, 
she says, but not necessarily available to everyone of all schedules and income levels She 
encourages others to just practice on their own and join groups online.  

Becki doesn’t worry about quilts representing tradition because, “I think quilts have always been 
a contemporary reflection of the world we live in at the time.” (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_33:08) 
“Look at Civil War quilts. A lot were either in support of the war or made for soldiers. Quilts 
have always been a medium for commentary or protest, what’s going on in the world at the time. 
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If you look at quilting history there's a lot of quilts that were made to celebrate anniversaries in 
the country or, political quilts have always been done. Families who were moving West, they 
would have quilts made by friends and family so they would remember them as they moved 
west. Quilts have always been a statement piece for what’s going on at the time.” Becki says 
quilts are a statement from that quilter of what’s important to them. 
(AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_35:28) “That’s what quilts have always done. As long as you make a 
quilt that’s important to you, you are honoring that tradition.” 

Becki’s verbal consent to use material in the report. (AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW_38:46) 

 

 

Site Visits and Events 
 

2019 Folk Arts Festival at the Walk In Art Center            Schuylkill Haven 
October 5, 2019 
 
The 2019 folk art festival was held in the main gallery of the Walk In Art Center from 1-5pm on 
the first Saturday of October. Several artists had their booths set up in the main gallery and there 
was a handmade quilt being auctioned that guests could bid on upon entering. Vendors included 
quilter Becki White, woodcarver Joe Dereskavich, Iconographer Kim Fitzimmonds, Fiber Artist 
Lorraine Felker, Pysnaky Artist Georgine Borchick, Polish Paper Star artist Peter Cieslukowski, 
and Fiber artists Tammy Orischak, among others. 

 

                      
Tammy Orischak spins roving into yarn beside her booth       The flyer for the 2019 Folk Art Festival 
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Quilter Becki White and wood carver Joe Dereskavich at their booths 

 

 

 

Opening of the Folk Art Exhibit at the Walk In Art Center          Schuylkill Haven 
November 2, 2019 
 
 
After months of preparation last season, the folk art exhibit at the walk in art center was unveiled 
in the first quarter of this field season. The exhibit consists of five colorful panels featuring 
different folk artists from the three counties. Each panel follows a timeline of the arts origin and 
its journey into the region up to the present day. Artists featured are Georgine Borchick, Pysanky 
artist; Lorraine Felker, Fiber artist; Dave Matsinko, Folk Music; Benjamin Rader, Pennsylvania 
Dutch Hex Sign; and William Woys Weaver, Heirloom Seed Gardener. Each artist also donated 
items to be showcased in display cases throughout the room. Children’s activities involving each 
art form are available for families to enjoy. 
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A newspaper clipping from an article on the opening of the folk art exhibit 

 

Kicking off the event, Georgine Borchick hosted a traditional Ukrainian meal for the attendants, 
streamed live on Facebook. Attendees included board member Dr. Kay Jones, Executive 
Director Lisa Robinson, iconographer Kim Fitzimmonds, members of the press, as well as 
featured artists Dave Matsinko and Benjamin Rader. After the meal, Senator David G. Argall 
joined the ribbon cutting ceremony and Dave Matsinko entertained everyone with old-time 
dulcimer music. 
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Folk Musician Dave Matsinko views his panel during the opening 

 

 
Guests viewing the wall of panels during the opening 
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PCA Council Meeting and Carbon County Art League Presentations  
Harrisburg; Lehighton 
December 15, 2019; March 11, 2020 
 
 
On December 15, 2019 Executive Director Lisa Robinson and Program Director and Folklorist 
Jenna Winton were invited to present on the work of the Folk Art Alliance and Walk in Art 
Center at Dixon University. The presentation discussed the mission, projects, and importance of 
the program. Jenna did a separate presentation for the Carbon County Art League in March. 
These resulted in a better understanding of the program to both policy makers and community 
members, as well as opportunities for networking and outreach. 

 
Program Director Jenna Winton presents at the Carbon County Art League 

 

        
Slides from the “Prezi” presentation 
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WagonWorks                                                                 Tamaqua, Schuylkill County  
January 9, 2020 
 

WagonWorks is described a “Creative Collaboration Hub/MakerSpace”, where artists can rent 
studio space to other artists and provide professional equipment for them to explore new 
mediums and collaborate, all while creating a setting for community to form and thrive. 

 

 
The WagonWorks sign at the entrance to the building 

I met Kevin Smith on a cold Thursday outside the studio. Wagon Works is a three-story building. 
The downstairs is currently a parking garage that can be rented out (providing economic income 
for the space) but will eventually be transformed into a gallery space. The second floor is where 
all the studios are. Currently there are ten artists renting studio space. Kevin is applying for a 
grant for fitting out the building with HVAC. The building currently doesn’t have heat, so we all 
remained in our jackets, every artist I met holding a steaming mug of tea or coffee.   
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Kevin in his studio 

 

I met Rocko, coffee and spaghetti in hand. He is a jack of all trades working in leather and 
antique bike restoration. John McCoy is another artist working in crystal, among other mediums, 
who has made a name for himself, being widely published. He’s a native Tamaquan. 

Kevin rented the WagonWorks building on April 6, 2017 but it was a concept incubating in his 
head for years. He and other artists needed a space for making and collaborating. Their funding 
comes from grants. WagonWorks is in a city revitalization zone (CRI zone). All the tax money 
goes to Harrisburg then back again to Tamaqua to be used for city revitalization efforts.  

Kevin introduced me to Megan Jean Cli, and Byrne Cli (pronounced Clay). 
(IMG_2020.FAA.JW.WW_06) They are a two-piece band that tours the east coast frequently. 
They had become WagonWorks members within the week and rented a studio but had already 
made it home. Their band is called Megan Jean and the KFB. They are on their fifth album. They 
describe their band as “Song writers that play whatever instruments aren’t broken. We make 
people dance.” With WagonWorks equipment, they were able to make a block print from wood 
to use for promotion and merchandising. Megan is excited about new opportunities for 
handmade crafts as they are resurging because people are burnt out on “commodified, consumer 
culture”.  
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Megan and Byrn in front of their band’s emblem outside of their studio space 

 

Kevin’s background is in sculpture, puppetry, and woodworking. (IMG_2020.FAA.JW.WW_14) 
He is from Los Angeles and the only artist in his family. His goal for Wagon Works is to create a 
collaborative community space instead of modern isolation. He shows me a drum made from an 
old propane tank that he sells online. (IMG_2020.FAA.JW.WW_16) He also writes, makes 
films, and produces music. For true creativity, Kevin says you don’t need to be in a big city like 
Los Angeles anymore, it can be created anywhere and be self-sufficient.  

 

 
Art by various artists in residence line the walls of the three-story building 
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Kevin is interested in collaborating with the Walk In Art Center to support artists with space and 
community as well as promoting performances and events. 

 

 

First Ever Online International Fiber Festival: May 1-8                                                  Virtual 

 

 
The welcome page for the First Ever Online International Fiber Festival 

 

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit and quarantine began, events adapted quite quickly by going 
virtual. This allowed events to go international and the Folk Art Alliance looked to others for 
inspiration in adapting. “The First Ever Online International Fiber Festival” was hosted by Ann 
Frost creator of the knitting centralized “I thought I knew how” podcast. The eight-day festival 
consisted of ‘visiting’ eight countries, one represented each day. Destinations were America, 
Canada, Iceland, Ireland, Shetland, Wales, Finland, and Australia and New Zealand. Each 
country page featured vendors, classes, local food, and local culture. Classes were held on the 
“Blueprint” platform and required subscriptions. There was a larger marketplace page for the 
entire festival where fiber vendors could sell internationally. Each day has an itinerary, starting 
with an introductory/welcome video that overviews each day’s classes, and instructors.  
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A screen shot of the different itineraries designed for each day 

 

There is a list of recommended classes and a video for “explore the region” related to fiber arts 
and the history of the country.  Included in the itinerary was local musical entertainment for the 
end of the night, which you could enjoy while eating a traditional meal, of which the ingredients 
and recipes were provided beforehand so they could be made. There is a forum on the popular 
fibers website Raverlry.com dedicated to the festival where participants can share their work, 
festival experiences, and network. The festival was a great example of how festivals can be 
adapted virtually during the pandemic. 

 

 

Bake-A-Long                     Virtual 
May 2, 2020 
 
I was invited to attend a virtual “Bake-A-Long” session with a group of local women who were 
baking bread together via the software Zoom. Exploring new ways to adapt to the COVID-19 
pandemic, each participant had their computer set up in their kitchen so they could bake-a-long 
with the host or take notes for future use. The attendants, ten in all, were making traditional 
raisin bread, most for the first time. They discussed starters for bread and the ideal texture among 
other indicators of a good bread! All the while they were preparing their dough they chatted 
about their daily life and shared personal knowledge about baking bread and lessons learned 
from mistakes. Even hand motions for kneading the dough were shared! These baking sessions 
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were a great example of community resilience in trying times and have the potential to be 
continued even as the pandemic subsides. 

 

 

Strategic Partnerships 

Five strategic partnerships were developed this year to increase collaborations and further the 
reach of the Folk Art Alliance’s programs. These are listed below with contact information. 

 

Penn State Schuylkill  

Jason Rescher and Matthew Wayman of the Cilettie Memorial Library at Penn State Schuylkill 
met with board member Dr. Kay Jones and Folk Art Alliance program director Jenna Winton to 
partner in archiving the Folk Art Alliance field reports at Penn State Schuylkill. Jason and 
Matthew are looking for opportunities to archive digitally if possible.  

Contacts: Jason Rescher at jar48@psu.edu 

Matthew J. Wayman- Head Librarian, at 570-385-6223, mjw13@psu.edu 

 

Pennsylvania Center for Folklore   

The Folk Art Alliance is partnering with the Pennsylvania Center for Folklore in creating a 
roadside “Legends and Lore” marker representing a local legend or myth in Schuylkill County. 
The Pennsylvania Center for Folklore is partnering with the William Pomeroy Foundation to get 
these started across Pennsylvania. The local legend “Wanomani and Chief Sagawatch”, was 
voted by the community out of five total legends chosen by the Schuylkill County Historical 
Society. Grants will be awarded on November 11, 2020.  

https://sites.psu.edu/pafolklore/ 

Contact: Anthony Bak Buccitelli at abb20@psu.edu  

 

Schuylkill County Historical Society 

http://schuylkillhistory.org/ 

Early in the field season the fieldwork report for the 2018/2019 field season was submitted to the 
Schuylkill County Historical Society for archiving. Each year the new report will be submitted 
for archiving. The Folk Art Alliance has continued to work with the society in developing the 
“Legends and Lore” roadside marker. 

Contact: Diane at sch.hist@comcast.net 

mailto:jar48@psu.edu
mailto:mjw13@psu.edu
https://sites.psu.edu/pafolklore/
mailto:abb20@psu.edu
http://schuylkillhistory.org/
mailto:sch.hist@comcast.net
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Berks History Center   

https://www.berkshistory.org/ 

The Berks History Center is collaborating with the Folk Art Alliance to create a “Legends and 
Lore” marker for Berks county in the same way as Schuylkill County. 

Contact: Charles J. Adams III at gohaunting@aol.com 

 

WagonWorks 

http://www.wagonworks.org/ 

WagonWorks is a “…membership based Creative Collaboration Hub/MakerSpace that rents 
studio space and provides access to professional equipment providing a location to work, build, 
prototype, design products and businesses as well as learn new creative modalities.” Kevin 
talked about being open to collaborating with potential performances and events in Tamaqua and 
supporting folk artists in the area with community and space to work.  

Contact: Kevin Smith at k2@k2creates.com 

 

Lori Fogg, “A Coal-Cracker in the Kitchen!” 

Lori Fogg is the author of the recipe blog “A Coal-cracker in the Kitchen!” She grew up in 
Schuylkill county and has an extensive recipe index available online. She posts traditional “coal 
region” dishes with their historical context and her family memories. She’s agreed to partner 
with the Folk Art Alliance for the 2020 virtual folk art and community makers festival by 
supplying traditional recipes that can be posted for participants to bake in their own home. She is 
also interested in future collaborations with the Folk Art Alliance in all thing’s traditional foods, 
potentially a partnership to create an online platform for community members to post their own 
family recipes and the stories around them. 

Contact: Lori Fogg at 814-243-8820, acoalcrackerinthekitchen@gmail.com 

 

Schuylkill County Visitors Bureau 

The Folk Art Alliance is partnering with the Schuylkill County Visitors Bureau to market the 
Heritage Foodways Trail to visitors. The Visitors Bureau’s experience in marketing will help 
engage a wider audience in participating in the trail.  

Contact: Gina Gargano, gina@schuylkill.org 

 

https://www.berkshistory.org/
mailto:gohaunting@aol.com
http://www.wagonworks.org/
mailto:k2@k2creates.com
mailto:acoalcrackerinthekitchen@gmail.com
mailto:gina@schuylkill.org
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation 1: Continue virtual side of programs. 

COVID-19 threw a wrench in the process of conducting fieldwork and hosting events but has 
also created the need for innovation and the results are additions that I believe will be beneficial 
to the Folk Art Alliance continued down the line. Even when the quarantine has subsided, 
continue to host the Folk Art and Community Makers Festival virtually in tandem with a live 
event. This allows a greater outreach for audiences. Now people who live in the vicinity but for 
whatever reasons can’t make it physically, (health, transportation) can still attend as well as 
people across the state and nation. For instance, distant family members or people whose lineage 
comes from the region that may not be able to make it in person but still want to explore their 
cultural heritage. It is also recommended that an email with very clear, minimal instructions on 
how to participate virtually is sent out so those who may not be tech savy can attend. Although 
it’s not possible for the 2020 season, a “live stream” of events from the on-site festival on the 
virtual site should be created. Beyond the festivities of the actual day, the entire festival and its 
events can be recorded and archived for future reference and the public to explore whenever it’s 
convenient to them. 

Lorraine Felker has had a lot of success with routine virtual meet ups for fiber art sessions. It is a 
credit to her dedication and popularity as a skilled and respected teacher as well as the dedication 
of group members.  

 

Recommendation 2: Include the term “community makers” in the annual Folk Art Festival and 
other events.  

It’s a broader term that more artists and crafters may identify with who may not have considered 
their art “folk”. This will create more exposure and widen the Folk Art Alliance’s audience, 
participants, and opportunities for education. Incorporating the term could also lead to engaging 
younger generations. The hand-made movement has had a resurgence in recent years. 
“Community makers” is a term that can be used dually for “people making community” or a 
“community of makers”. Both of these are part of supporting community traditions and folk art. 

 

Recommendation 3: Engage the public for more attendance at the folk art exhibit.  

Before the pandemic research was being done on how to get more visitors to the folk art exhibit. 
These were put on hold because of the quarantine but will be useful once social norms come 
back.  

-  Embrace smart phones. There could be barcodes to scan that talk about the art or have 
soundscapes or songs to play. (pick axes, Matsinko music, traditional Ukranian music, 
etc.) 
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- Encourage user generated content by creating exhibits specifically for attendees to 
promote on social media. - Make an exhibit photo interactive. – People like to take 
photos of themselves in settings that are interesting or impressive to post on social media. 
This could be embraced by creating unique photo opportunities. At the same time, they 
will be advertising the gallery for us. There is an example of an ice cream museum that 
had selfie areas in a “Sprinkle Pool” or “ice cream sandwich swing”. Social media spread 
the word around and now every time they hold that event it sells out immediately. There 
is another example of people being able to be in part of an installation. See the plaid 
picture below. Something similar could be done with a hashtag like #PaintedIn, or 
#IAmFolkArt, something like that, where they actually are part of the exhibit and 
complete the work.  

 

An example of an interactive photo opportunity in a museum 

-  Happy hour with historian or oral storyteller. At the end of each presentation, 
participants could have the opportunity to tell their own stories (wine hopefully canceling 
out stage fright). 

- Having a traveling exhibit, bringing the gallery to the public. 

- Have ambassadors for the museum visit other museums for networking.  

 

Towards the end of the season an interactive photo opportunity was mocked up and ordered to 
engage visitors in a photo opportunity that could then be circulated on social media. It is ready 
for hanging when the exhibit re-opens. It includes the hashtag “#Folk Art Alliance” for the 
Instagram account. If it’s successful, there is an opportunity to order more with other designs. 
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The interactive photo opportunity mockup with the hashtag #FolkArtAlliance. 

 

 

 

 

Appendices   

                   

APPENDIX A: DIRECTORY OF ARTISTS INTERVIEWED 

 

George Dennis  
701 E. Patterson St.. Lansford,  PA. 18232 
dfsdesignspa@gmail.com 
 

Sadaf Kahn 
Schuylkill Haven, Schuylkill County 
ksadaf@gmail.com 
 
Josh Finsel  

mailto:ksadaf@gmail.com
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105 South 9th Street lehighton PA 18235 
http://wildelder.com/ 
(541) 912-8479 
 
Tammy Zettlemoyer  
232 S Fourth St, Hamburg, PA 19526 
zettlemoyerpottery@yahoo.com 
(610) 207-8324 
 

Jay Smar 
519 Main Street, Landingville, PA 17972 
jaysmar@comcast.net 
(570) 366-0703 
 

Becki White 
Port Carbon, Schuylkill County 
caffeinatedlibrarian@gmail.com 

 

 

 

APPENDIX B: DIRECTORY OF NEW IDENTIFIED ARTISTS 

 

Schuylkill County: 

Martin Cichowic Sr 
Ace Rug Works 
538 S. Kennedy Drive McAdoo, PA 
Traditional Rag Carpets 
(570)-929-2468. 
 

The Troubles 
Traditional Irish music from Coal Country 
805 Market St, Ashland, PA17921 
Thetroubles55.webs.com 
570-544-5455 
570-875-4508 
 

 

http://wildelder.com/
mailto:zettlemoyerpottery@yahoo.com
mailto:jaysmar@comcast.net
mailto:caffeinatedlibrarian@gmail.com
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Berks County: 

Tammy Orischak 
Spinning and Fiber 
The Alpaca Cottage 
376 Hartman Road 
Reading, PA 19606 
thealpacacottage@verizon.net 
(610) 370-4567 
 

Rachel Yoder  
Hex Signs 
Rachelyoder81@gmail.com 
 

 

Lancaster: 

P.J. Hults 
Fraktur and scherenschnitte 
hultsfolkart@gmail.com 
Strasburg, PA 
(717) 201-9581 
 

Foltz Pottery 
225 N. Peartown Rd 
Reinholds, Pa 17569 
TheShop@foltzpottery.com 
(717) 336-2676 
 

Nancy M Landis 
Fraktur 
3529 Harvest Rd 
Elizabethtown, PA 17022 
NancyMLandis@gmail.com 
(717) 665-5236 
 

Pots by de Perrot 

mailto:thealpacacottage@verizon.net
mailto:Rachelyoder81@gmail.com
mailto:hultsfolkart@gmail.com
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201 South Locust Street 
Lititz PA  17543 
(717) 627-6789 
 
S. Clyde Weaver 
Traditional Foodways 
5253 Main St.East Petersburg, PA 17520 
contactus@sclydeweaver.com 
(717) 619-9684 
 

 

APPENDIX C: COVID-19 IMPACT 

 

COVID-19 effected the field season with some challenges but also created a chance for 
impressive examples of the region’s folk arts and communities ability to adapt and innovate. 
Unfortunately, a workshop featuring heirloom seed gardener William Woys Weaver titled 
“Planting Our Heritage” that was scheduled for April 2020 had to be canceled for precautions. In 
person alliance and artists meetings were also initially postponed. Excitingly, very quickly 
everyone started adopting virtual meetings or classes over the “Zoom” software. I realized when 
sitting in on a “Bake-A-Long” with all the participants sharing stories and techniques, that they 
were still maintaining and creating community. When forced to, these communities proved they 
can adapt to changing times; maintaining the themes of cultural sustainability such as community 
bonds, shared knowledge, transmission, and history. 

The 2020 “Annual Folk Art and Community Makers Festival” will be held virtually as a 
precaution. The upside to this is that we will be able to reach a wider audience and archive the 
events so they can be accessible to the public at any time. Hopefully, a virtual side to the festival 
will continue in tandem with the live event in the future for this benefit.  

 

APPENDIX D: FOLK ART ALLIANCE WEBSITE 

 

This field season the Walk In Art Center published a website for the Folk Art Alliance. The new 
website is a virtual platform where community members can become involved in the alliance and 
explore programs. The website features details about the alliance, it’s history, and has archived 
field reports available for download. Guests can register as artists, join the Alliance, sign up for 
classes at the Walk In Art Center, and submit an application for hosting a workshop. It also 
serves as a platform for the foodways trail, event marketing, and community networking. On the 
‘back end’ analytics show how many visits the site has had for monitoring growth. The website 
can be visited at https://www.folkart.walkinartcenter.org/ 

mailto:contactus@sclydeweaver.com
https://www.folkart.walkinartcenter.org/
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A screen shot of the Folk Art Alliance website homepage 

 

 

 
Website visitors have several options to “Get Involved” 
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APPENDIX E: HERITAGE FOODWAYS TRAIL LAUNCH 

 

With the publishing of the Folk Art Alliance website, the Heritage Foodways Trail became 
available online. It’s accessible by a subpage on the website and was constructed using google 
maps. Visitors can follow themed trails such as “Pennsylvania Dutch” or “Farmers Markets” or 
choose their own journey. By clicking on each pin on the map, the visitor can access each site’s 
information, such as address, phone number, website, and media. The 
#PAHeritageFoodwaysTrail is linked to the website so trail users can share their experiences. 
There has already been interest from another folk arts organizations nearby who is interested in 
expanding the trail into their counties. The trail will be ‘officially’ launched during the 2020 Folk 
Arts and Community Makers virtual festival on October 3, 2020 with a downloadable brochure 
that includes a site directory and trail map. 

 

 

The Heritage Foodways Trail map published live with different trail themes color coded 
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Each trail site can be clicked upon for more information and businesses media 
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A directory of trail sites in the Heritage Foodways Trail brochure 

 

 

 

APPENDIX F: TRADITION VITALITY ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 

 

TRADITION VITALITY ASSESSMENT: 

TRADITIONAL MUSIC IN BERKS, CARBON, AND SCHUYLKILL 
COUNTIES 

Participating artists Jay Smar and Dave Matsinko 
Facilitated by cultural sustainability practitioner Jenna Ashton Winton and Dr. Kay Jones 

 

As part of a cultural sustainability assessment model currently in development, a tradition vitality 
assessment was conducted on June 11, 2019 at Dr’s John and Kay Jones’s house with two 
traditional musicians coming from Schuylkill and Carbon Counties. Jay Smar describes himself 
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as a Traditional and Original Folk Musician Performing documented and original coal mining 
songs out of North East Pennsylvania. Dave Matsinko plays guitar, banjo, and mountain 
dulcimer (among other instruments) and performs traditional folk and American heritage music. 
Both are folk musicians that have been playing in the region for decades with invaluable 
knowledge of the trends of the genre throughout the years. This was the piloting of a tradition 
vitality assessment model modeled off Catherine Grant’s “Music Endangerment: How Language 
Maintenance Can Help” which in turn was modeled off UNESCOs measures of language 
endangerment framework. The model is designed to be a standardized yet adaptable tool for 
assessing the vitality of traditional practices of a community in order to plan supportive projects 
accordingly. The assessment framework was adapted specifically to traditional music in Berks, 
Carbon, and Schuylkill counties as observed by the folklorist this field season.  

Culture in itself is a profound indicator of community well-being. While cultures cannot be 
wholly quantified, this model is designed to identify trends and potential risks to tradition 
sustainability through artists assessment and practitioner coding of qualitative data. In the future, 
traditions significant to a community, assessed collectively, can then themselves indicate the 
cultural sustainability of a region or community. Quantification is used in this way to reveal 
trends in the tradition’s vitality and sustainability and as a tool for future evaluation of project 
impact by conducting the assessment routinely and comparing new condition scores. Culture in 
itself is a profound indicator of community well-being. 

The indicators gleaned from concepts in cultural sustainability theory are as follows: Access, 
Transmission, Agency, Performance, Engagement, Adaptability, and Infrastructure (supporting 
the other indicators). For more detail on these indicators and their role in cultural sustainability, 
the cultural sustainability practitioner can be reached at jewin004@mail.goucher.edu. 

Tradition Vitality Assessment: Traditional and Original Folk Music in Schuylkill, Berks, and 
Carbon Counties. 

During the assessment, participants worked through a framework scoring conditions of different 
factors of the indicators on a scale that ranged from 0-3; 0 meaning non-existent, 1 meaning ‘at 
risk’, 2 meaning ‘sustainable’, and 3 meaning ‘thriving’. The process and discussions they 
prompted, resulted in 54 minutes of audio recording for inclusion in the analysis. Though they 
discussed the trends, both participants sometimes noted differences pertaining to their different 
counties. The session was recorded and afterwards scores were compiled, and the recording 
analyzed by the folklorist.  

After the forms were scored, they were congregated and scored against the highest possible 
outcome which would signify the condition of ‘thriving’. In this case there were two participants 
with three questions scored for the conditions of each indicator. The indicators and their 
conditions as assessed by the participants are represented in a graph below. 
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Range of Condition of Indicators: 

66.7-100= The tradition is thriving in this indicator 

33.4 - 66.6 = The tradition is sustained by this indicator 

1- 33.3 = The tradition is at risk without more support of the indicator 

0% = No observable indicator 

The condition of the indicators individually reveals the trends in that concept of sustainability 
and the indicators scores taken collectively indicate the sustainability of a tradition. In this 
assessment, the scores aggregated, amount to 40 out of a possible 100. This puts traditional 
music in Schuylkill, Berks, and Carbon counties low in the sustainability assessment category. 

The quantitative assessment rankings aggregated amount to 40 out of a possible 100. This puts 
traditional music in Schuylkill, Berks, and Carbon counties trending low in the sustainability 
category. The genre is overall trending downwards but there are pockets of stability that can be 
built upon in the “engagement” and “access” indicators. The weakest indicators in this 
assessment are “agency” – meaning the artists/communities opportunities for self-representation 
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in policy making and/or media, and “adaptability”, the genres ability to adapt through innovation 
to changing times while maintaining its values; in other words, “resilience’. 

Below are the reviews of each indicator and considerations for what can be included in projects 
to and reinforce indicators. The quantitative data shows the sustainability indicators trending 
downward; the qualitative data tells us why. 

 

Assessment Results and Review of Indicators in Community Context 

Access 50/100  

Artists indicated that there is not sufficient enough public access through archiving and 
performance of traditional folk music. Without sufficient access and exposure to an artform it 
can’t thrive through transmission. Additionally, the history of an art form gives the context in 
which it has meaning and is crucial to contributing to authenticity. 

 

Considerations: To reach a wider audience, what different events/ platforms are there for 
celebrating and sharing traditional folk music? Where can the music and stories be archived as 
representing the history of the community and region?  

 

Transmission 40/100  

Formal transmission of the genre though classes and informal transmission through social 
interactions is trending downwards. This is a result of not enough exposure to folk music and not 
enough value given to it by the community.  

 

Considerations: What are ways this can be changed? How can we emphasize the value of 
carrying forward the stories of a community through music? How can we inspire younger 
generations to take ownership of this part of their/ the community’s identity? Is there a way to 
make it more relevant/ relatable to them? 

 

Adaptation 30/100  

Adaptation is important to cultural sustainability in that it is a culture evolving on it’s own terms 
to a changing environment, just as communities do. If a culture is not surviving through change 
by adapting, it is a sign that a community isn’t either. Engaging the younger generation through 
new media and collaborative projects with younger artists can boost this indicator. 
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Considerations: Are there any other musicians/artists in the community who would be interested 
in incorporating traditional folk music into their genre? What new media can be taken advantage 
of to promote and market traditional folk music and increase awareness of it’s value to the 
community?  

Engagement 40/100 

Engagement is a stability supporting indicator in that while there may not be great quantities, the 
passion that folk music enthusiasts have is encouraging. Matsinko is sees an upsurge of young 
adults’ interests in traditional music. Unfortunately, the school programs that once were are no 
longer, resulting in less introduction to the genre for very young, school age children.   

 

Considerations: The artist expressed one part of their passion for the genre by wanting to share 
songs that were written and passed down from grandfather and great grandfather. With this 
including stories of the people, and their own stories. “(adding their own 
interpretation/experiences/identity to the evolution and continuity of the genre). Is there a way to 
spark that passion in younger generations so they can express their own interpretation of the 
genre while honoring the traditions past? Are there other community members who could be 
inspired to share their own stories and family stories through music? 

 

Performance 40/100  

Performance is a stability supporting indicator in that the artists say while the attendance could 
be larger, the audience is passionate. Public performances are sufficient in attendance but not in 
frequency. This could be addressed to further strengthen this indicator. The artists mentioned 
enjoying performances in libraries and historic societies. Artists mentioned the Lansford coal 
miners pub and restaurant as being a place for successful gigs. Lansford’s music in the park is 
also a great opportunity for folk music performances in Carbon county. 

Considerations – What libraries and historical society, as well as other community spaces, can be 
booked reached out to for more performances? Are there any new performance spaces that could 
be tapped into for more opportunities? Are there any new community spaces with different 
audiences? 

 

Agency 36/100 

The biggest detriment to feeling like folk artists are sufficient in agency is the lack of media 
coverage for promoting and marketing their music. No media coverage means fewer attendees 
and less product sales. Being paid is necessary for the sustainability of aritsts who sustain the 
tradition. Their time and skills are valuable and their passion should not be taken advantage of. 
Opportunities for paid gigs and selling merchandise should be pursued. 
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Considerations:  Where have paid gigs and successful merchandise sales been and can they be 
booked more? What new media can be accessed to reach a wider audience regularly? Who do 
you see as your target audience now? What other audiences could be marketed to? 

 

Infrastructure 47/100 

The infrastructure in place for supporting folk and traditional music includes supportive 
community groups, events, and local organizations. Like many folk arts, the most pressing risk to 
supportive infrastructure is funding. One artist remarked “Funding is going down the tubes” 
Previous funding sources like Schuylkill county council on the arts are no longer funding and 
more others, like Jumpstreet in Harrisburg, offer little pay and no per diem for required 
residencies. There is also a need to “jump through more hoops” to get good gigs like MusikFest. 
Resources like the community arts foundation in Carbon and county and the Walk In art Center 
in Schuylkill Haven are resources that can accessed. Historic Centers could also be specified. 

Considerations: Are there any other specific historic or art centers/groups that would be 
interested in celebrating and promoting folk music? Are there people in local politics who may 
have an interest in supporting traditional folk music?  

 

Cultural Sustainability Practitioner Findings Summary 

These findings suggest folk musicians need more opportunity to be heard on large scale, and 
have access to more media platforms that engage audiences through promotion and marketing. 
Both artists say they do see younger generations interested in traditional folk music. Having 
more opportunities to encourage this interest in folk music could strengthen the transmission, 
engagement, and adaptability of traditional folk music. An online platform for better 
communication and being seen by younger audiences could support more agency, and strengthen 
the transmission indicator at the same time. Introducing the arts to a younger generation and 
allowing for their interpretation could facilitate innovation of the genre and strengthen the 
“adaptability’ indicator. 

Practitioner Recommendations for sustaining traditional folk music in Berks, Carbon, and 
Schuylkill counties: Core initiatives should support more paying gigs for artists, promoting the 
value of folk music to the public, reaching a wider audience, and collaboration between 
traditional folk musicians and younger artists, perhaps in different genres. 
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APPENDIX G: LEGENDS AND LORE GRANT 

 

The “Legend and Lore” project funded by the William G. Pomroy Foundation, is designed to 
promote cultural heritage as cultural tourism. The markers commemorate local legends and 
folklore on markers throughout the region. This past year the Pennsylvania Folklore Center 
teamed up with the William G Pomroy foundation to start the project in Pennsylvania.  A poll 
was created featuring five local legends provided by the Schuylkill County Historical Society. 
The poll was posted on social media and the winning legend was “Wanomami and Chief 
Sagawatch”. A story about a Native American woman who was denied marriage to her love by 
her father. She and her love jumped from Sharpe mountain. People claim to witness the drop 
today with Sagawatch, her father, forced to watch for eternity. The Folk Art Alliance is currently 
working with the Schuylkill County Historical Society on the exact marker inscription and the 
location for the application. Applications are due October 20, 2020 and grants will be awarded 
November 11, 2020.  

 

 

APPENDIX H: ARTISTS WORKSHOP APPLICATION 

 

Appendix I- Workshop Application 

The workshop application can be used in future years for folk artists to fill out and participate in 
workshops for the Folk Art Alliance. This way all of the information to put the workshop into 
production is available for the WIAC. 

 

Workshop Application 

The Folk Art Alliance at the Walk In Art Center is beginning a series of Folk Artist workshops to 
be held routinely throughout the year. The Walk In Art Center is interested in featuring you in 
this workshop event! If you would like to participate, please fill out the form below so we will 
know how best to accommodate you. If you have any further questions please reach out to the 
program director Jenna Winton at folklorist@walkinartcenter.com. 

 

1. Do you have any experience holding workshops? How many times have you held workshops? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Where has your audience come from? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How was it advertised? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4 What time of year works best for you? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What resources or materials do you need that we can provide? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. How much were/are attendees charged for workshop participation? 

____________________________________________ 

 

7. What is your personal fee? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX I: INDEX TO MEDIA 

 

Below is a key to the media documentation in this report. They were used throughout the report 
interviews for easier access locating the data in the media.  

Audio Log Key: 

Year.Project.Fieldworker.FolkArtist.TimeStamp 
AU- Audio 
FAA-Folk Art Alliance 
JW- Jenna Winton 
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(_ _) Folk Artist Initials 
 

Photo Log Key: 

Year.Project.Fieldworker.FolkArtist.ImageNumber 
IMG- Image 
FAA-Folk Art Alliance 
JW-Jenna Winton 
(_ _)- Folk Artist Initials 
 

 

AU_2019.FAA.JW.GD 
IMG_2019.FAA.JW.GD 
Setting: George Dennis’s blacksmithing workshop 
Location: Lansford, PA 
 
AU_2019.FAA.JW.JF 
IMG_2019.FAA.JW.JF 
Setting: Josh Finsel’s family land 
Location: Lehighton, PA 
 
AU_2020.FAA.JW.JS 
IMG_2020.FAA.JW.JS 
Setting: Jay Smar’s house 
Location: Landingville, PA 
 
AU_2020.FAA.JW.TZ 
IMG_2020.FAA.JW.TZ 
Setting: Tammy Zettlemoyer’s pottery studio 
Location: Hamburg, PA 
 
AU_2020.FAA.JW.SK 
IMG_2020.FAA.JW.SK 
Setting: Virtual 
Location: Virtual 
 
AU_2020.FAA.JW.BW 
IMG_2020.FAA.JW.BW 
Setting: Virtual 
Location: Virtual 


